
 
 

 

 

 

 

“Thank you Karla 

and Nils for the 

inspiring workshop!” 

 

  

*Agile Legal Work Hack: Foster a growth mindset with Design Thinking* 

Our Covid world has made it clear that human-centered factors are critical for a sustainable 

corporate culture and productivity. Agile Design Thinking can help overcome yesterday’s 

thinking and trigger transformation of company cultures. In this Agile legal Work Hack, we’ll 

show how to quickly align teams, do some user-research and let you discover how to bring a 

bit of "real life” back into digital legal work by uncovering and then mapping valuable 

outcomes. With takeaways that you can try out and use in your daily work.   

Have a look at Karla’s relevant article: How Agile Design Thinking helps Lawyers surf the 

Digital Waves published in March by the Legal Evolutionary. 

#designthinking #value #culturechange 

 

 

  

*Agile Legal Work Hack: Build a future compass in a Strategy Sprint *  

Quick and Dirty: Boost your skills with this creative, systematic, agile method that sets the 

needle for a new approach to strategic working. In this hands-on exercise curated from the 

tools taken from the well-known Strategy Sprint toolbox, you’ll build, develop and pitch your 

own innovative solutions to a real legal (mini) challenge.  We’re thinking about challenge with 

AI –like, “how might we create trust in AI software?” We’ll share two frameworks from the 

session as practical take-aways. 

#designsprint #strategysprint #AI 

Talk with us about the power and outcomes of a Strategy Design Sprint for your firm’s needs. 

info@legaldesignchange.com 

 

 

Agile Legal Work Hacks!  
60 minutes to 3 hours for innovation and remote collaboration 

New Legal Working  

Karla Schlaepfer + Nils Schekorr 

Experience a taste of legal innovation at its best with one of 

our *Agile Legal Work Hacks! * Our remote mini- workshops 

highlight focused content in an engaging, fun and interactive 

format in both DE + EN. 

Open to all open-minded legal stakeholders 

Different workshop lengths available  

 

Let’s rethink legal work – together!  

https://legal-revolution.com/de/the-legal-revolutionary/wirtschaft-und-management/how-agile-design-thinking-helps-lawyers-surf-the-digital-waves
https://legal-revolution.com/de/the-legal-revolutionary/wirtschaft-und-management/how-agile-design-thinking-helps-lawyers-surf-the-digital-waves


 
 
  

*Agile Legal Work Hack: Power up team decision making with a Legal Work Sprint*  

Do you spend too much time in meetings discussing with the feeling of moving nowhere fast? 

In this workshop, you’ll have the chance to try out exercises from the Google Sprint method. 

This approach helps reduce inefficient discussion, and top-down influence, while at the same 

time accelerating good decisions making. No, not magic but method! Join us to for a taste of 

this clear step-by-step process. You’ll get an idea of the skillset necessary and the value of a 

successful Google Design Sprint. All participants will receive a method template as a take-

away. 

Book us for a full-scale Google Design Sprint!  

#designsprint #impact #efficient 

 

 

  

*Agile Legal Work Hack: Thrive and create value with collaboration* 

In our complex digital world, legal firms flourish where silos are bridged and (remote) teams 

can collaborate to create value in-house and with clients. What sounds simple is less easy to 

implement and requires the practice of open communication, good listening skills and healthy 

company culture.  In this interactive teaser session, we’ll share a collaboration checklist, 

templates and walk you through 3 simple tools that you can try out and then apply in your 

working environment with your team. Collaboration is a critical 21st century skill for the legal 

profession. 

#collaboration #companyculture #motivation 

 

********************************************************************************** 

For more information and questions, reach out to Karla or Nils: 

info@legaldesignchange.de  /  www.legaldesignchange.de 

 Our remote “hack” workshops are available for a range of full format innovation topics including:  

Team Formation   

Strategy Sprints  

New Work Legal Leadership    

      

  

Design Thinking Culture Shift 

Agile Methods 

Scrum

 Improve your 21 century skills with best practices from innovation and agile processes. Use our know-

how to help you, your law firm or legal department generate effective human-centered digital solutions 

that drive business value and new busines models. Let’s talk about how these offerings can improve 

what you do and strengthen your company´s internal collaboration. Also available for universities, law 

academies and all open-minded legal professionals. 

 

https://designchange.de/design-sprints/
mailto:info@legaldesignchange.de
http://www.legaldesignchange.de/

